Put a **LOCK** on your “**High-End**” without affecting your “**Bottom Line**”.

Install your own security system with New Age Security Fences. Designed to keep your epicurean products secure, in ANY atmosphere, our fences are ideal for backroom, cooler and freezer installations.

Custom built to meet your specific cooler/needs, our Security Fences are built TOUGH with heavy duty aluminum extrusions, and bolted together with stainless steel hardware.

Slotted panel construction keeps individuals out, without hindering the flow of air or light into the space.

Door is easily padlocked for security.

Constructed of Primary grade, rust proof aluminum.

Put A Lock On Your Valuables... Not Your Budget.

NewAgeIndustrial.com || (800) 255-0104
In an effort to simplify quoting security fences, we think it would be helpful to have a single fence price as long as the fence falls into certain parameters. These parameters are as follows:

If the Fence Falls Within The SPECIFIED PARAMETERS, with a CENTER DOOR.
Opening Width = 68”-114”
Opening Height = 88”-110”
The Price Will Be

$3,858.00
(subject to review)

Safety Option:
Inside Latch = $376
(Standard Door Only)
Allows someone locked inside to escape without tools. Add “XH” to quote request

Sliding Split-Door Option:
Additional $9,667
Ideal for areas with limited space for a door swing.

If the fence does not fall within the listed parameters, it will have to be quoted on a per fence basis.

Note: When requesting a Security Fence, we need the WIDTH & HEIGHT of the opening for the fence along with the HINGE POSITION (left or right). If there are special conditions such as a Ceiling Mounted Condenser or some other object that would require the fence to be modified, we need these dimensions and we would also have to quote the fence.